Visual
Hurricane, flooding damage [but not over the top
damage]

Audio
Here in New York [ALT: Long Island], we’re on
the front lines of climate change.

B-ROLL: Rice
Rep. Kathleen Rice

And we have the chance to take the challenge
head-on.
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Build Back Better Act

With the Build Back Better Act

Research
Suffolk Times: “Long Island Could See ‘A Very
Strong Increase’ In Flooding” Due To Climate
Change.” “A new study has predicted more
frequent high tide flooding on U.S. coastlines in
the mid-2030s, exacerbated by climate changeinduced sea-level rise and tidal patterns
influenced by the moon’s 18.6-year cycle. Based
on this study, Stony Brook University professor
Edmund Chang said Long Island could see ‘a very
strong increase’ in flooding in the early 2040s.”
[The Suffolk Times, 7/23/21]
Newsday: “Long Island Is Already Suffering From
Climate-Change Impacts.” "Long Island is already
suffering from climate-change impacts. We have
sea-level rise, an increase in the frequency of
flooding of the mainland.” [Newsday, 8/14/21]
CAP: The American Jobs Plan “Establishes Broad
Goals For Achieving A Cleaner And More
Resilient, Equitable, And Just Future.” “The
American Jobs Plan is, in many ways, built around
climate action. In addition to specific proposals for
clean energy investments, the plan establishes
broad goals for achieving a cleaner and more
resilient, equitable, and just future. These goals
include moving toward 100 percent clean power
by 2035; targeting 40 percent of the benefits of
climate and clean infrastructure investments to
disadvantaged communities; and ensuring that
every dollar spent on rebuilding the nation’s
infrastructure ‘prevents, reduces, and withstands
the impacts of the climate crisis.’ In doing so, the
plan will also create millions of good jobs across

B-ROLL: Clean energy jobs
Thousands of New Jobs

A clean energy plan that would create
thousands of new jobs in New York -
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Fight Climate Change

Critical to the fight against climate change.
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As Congresswoman Kathleen Rice says:

every sector of the economy.” [Center for
American Progress, 4/26/21]
EPI: “4.0 Million Jobs Would Be Supported
Annually by The Build Back Better Agenda.” “4.0
million jobs would be supported annually by the
Build Back Better agenda.” [Economic Policy
Institute, 9/16/21]
EPI: Build Back Better Would Create “763,000
Green Jobs” Annually. According to the Economic
Policy Institute, the Build Back Better Act would
create “763,000 green jobs” annually. [Economic
Policy Institute, 9/16/21]
CAP: The American Jobs Plan “Establishes Broad
Goals For Achieving A Cleaner And More
Resilient, Equitable, And Just Future.” “The
American Jobs Plan is, in many ways, built around
climate action. In addition to specific proposals for
clean energy investments, the plan establishes
broad goals for achieving a cleaner and more
resilient, equitable, and just future. These goals
include moving toward 100 percent clean power
by 2035; targeting 40 percent of the benefits of
climate and clean infrastructure investments to
disadvantaged communities; and ensuring that
every dollar spent on rebuilding the nation’s
infrastructure ‘prevents, reduces, and withstands
the impacts of the climate crisis.’ In doing so, the
plan will also create millions of good jobs across
every sector of the economy.” [Center for
American Progress, 4/26/21]
April 22, 2019: Rice: “The Future Of Our Planet Is
At Stake.” “On #EarthDay we renew our
commitment to protecting our planet. That means
fighting for clean air & water, preserving our

GFX over B-ROLL: “The Future Of Our Planet Is At
Stake … There’s No Time To Lose When It Comes To
Combating Climate Change.”

“The future of our planet is at stake … there’s
no time to lose when it comes to combating
climate change.”

public lands & natural resources, and above all,
taking real action to combat climate change. The
future of our planet is at stake. Nothing is more
important.” [Twitter, @RepKathleenRice, 4/22/19]
May 5, 2016: Rice: “There’s No Time To Waste
When It Comes To Combating Climate Change.”
From a petition: “There’s no time to lose when it
comes to combating climate change. President
Obama’s Clean Power Plan is under attack at the
Supreme Court – and the Justices’ decision in this
case could have major implications for our
planet’s future. We can’t afford to go backwards
in the fight against climate change. Tell the
Supreme Court to protect the Clean Power Plan by
adding your name to our citizens amicus brief!
Overturning the Clean Power Plan would not only
undermine our efforts to reduce air and water
pollution here at home – it would also jeopardize
the future of the Paris Agreement, setting back
the global fight against climate change.” [Kathleen
Rice for Congress, 5/5/16]
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Pass The Build Back Better Act

Congresswoman Rice, this is our chance.
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Let’s get it done.

